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ABSTRACT: Favorable meteorological and environmental conditions are critical components that affect Asian soybean rust (ASR), caused by Phakopsora pachyrhizi, the most damaging fungal disease of soybean. In this review, we used available knowledge on the effect of meteorological factors affecting the disease to construct a systems-based approach to understand the risk of ASR epidemics. The systems approach is based on a hierarchical framework where relevant environmental factors that affect the key stages of the ASR disease cycle are identified and this included both aerobiological and epidemiological components. The formal framework we used examined the following epidemic characteristics: spore release, spore dispersal, spore deposition, infection efficiency, latent period and spore production. It provided the ability to identify the most important meteorological-related factors along with relevant knowledge gaps from which the implications for disease forecasting were described. This is new information that can be used as a guide for further epidemiological research and especially to develop and improve upon both local and regional risk models.
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INTRODUCTION

Asian soybean rust (ASR) is worldwide among the most damaging diseases of soybean (Glycine max L.). The disease is caused by the fungus Phakopsora pachyrhizi Syd. & P. Syd, an obligate parasitic fungus that was first reported in Asia in 1902 (Bromfield, 1984) and has since become endemic and able to cause yield reductions up to 80% without the application of an adequate control measure (Sinclair & Hartman, 1999). In 2001, ASR was first found in the Americas, from where it rapidly spread into the major world soybean regions of Brazil (Yorinori, 2002), Argentina (Rossi, 2003) and the United States (Schneider et al., 2001).
2005) over subsequent growing seasons. Previous reports prior to 2001 of soybean rust in Brazil and Central America appear to be related to another Phakopsora fungus, Phakopsora meibomiae (Ono et al., 1992).

Since its introduction into Brazil, ASR has had a great negative economic effect on soybean production. Yearly economic losses due to ASR, since the 2003/04 cropping season, have been estimated to be above US$ 2 billion (Consórcio Antiferrugem, 2007). Empirical evidence indicates that the majority of the Brazilian regions are favorable for ASR establishment and both severe epidemics and crop losses have been reported in the absence of an effective disease control (Yorinori et al., 2005). Nevertheless, the year-to-year economic impact is quite variable across Brazil’s soybean production regions (Consórcio Antiferrugem, 2007). In the United States, ASR epidemics have been primarily limited to the Southern Gulf States and have shown a slow northward movement into major production regions (Christiano & Scherm, 2007). There has not been reports on negative economic effects due to ASR in the United States, and although yield reductions of up to 33% have been documented in untreated control experiments in Georgia (Kemeraia et al., 2006), it is still uncertain to what extent such losses will occur on a regional or continental scale across the United States. In Argentina, ASR epidemics occur every season but the disease is typically found late enough during the growing season that significant yield loss has been mostly limited to some northern locations in that country (Ivancovich, 2005).

The marked difference in the effects of ASR among the three countries (Argentina, Brazil and the United States) appears to be related to unique characteristics in Brazil that increase its risk to ASR. First, year-round survival of P. pachyrhizi is much more likely to happen in Brazil than in either the U.S. or Argentina. In those two countries, inoculum is only likely to survive in either the southern (United States) or northern (Argentina) regions, due to cold stresses during the winter at higher latitudes (Pivonia & Yang, 2004). However, although ASR has been found during the winter in volunteer soybean plants in Argentina (Ivancovich, 2005) and in kudzu early spring in southern U.S. (Sconyers et al., 2006), these small and scattered inoculum sources might be a reason for epidemics in the subsequent growing season. When considering the very favorable seasonal tropical climate in regions such as the Brazilian Cerrados and sub-tropical Southern Brazil, with higher rainfall during the summer, the risk for substantial ASR yield losses is higher compared to Argentina and the United States.

Currently, the only effective control of ASR is through the use of single or sequential fungicide sprays depending on the disease pressure (Godoy, 2005; Levy, 2005; Sconyers et al., 2006), but long-term effectiveness may be reduced because of the considerable increase in production costs and the potential ineffectiveness of host resistance under high ASR pressure, as well as the variable efficiency of the different fungicides (Godoy, 2005). Current soybean cultivars lack in resistance or tolerance to reduce damage by ASR and cultural practices have proven to be limited for managing the disease (Yorinori et al., 2005).

A critical component for assessing and managing ASR risk is through an improved understanding of the disease epidemiology. Such studies enable the identification and quantification of the key factors that drive an ASR epidemics and subsequent yield losses, thus providing a rational basis to improve disease management. ASR epidemics result from the interaction of factors that form a fairly complex system. Current knowledge of ASR has combined previous epidemiological research based on data from Asian countries (Yang, 1977) and Australia (Casey, 1981) with a considerable amount of new information generated in more recent years. Going back to the early 1970’s, there has been a great concern that ASR would adversely affect soybean production in the United States, and thus, several studies were initiated in that country using containment facilities. Those studies helped to increase the understanding of the biology of P. pachyrhizi and the environmental requirements necessary for ASR (Marchetti et al., 1976; Melching et al., 1979). A major step forward in increasing epidemiological knowledge of ASR was based on a cooperative agreement between the U.S. and Taiwan, where an extensive sequential planting experiment in Taiwan helped to shed light on the disease epidemiology under natural conditions at plot and field scales (Tchanz, 1984; Yang et al., 1990). Those studies provided detailed information that was used to develop first epidemiological models aimed to understand and assess the risk of the disease and potential losses in the United States (Yang et al., 1991a, 1991b).

Recently, there has been a surge in new epidemiological studies for ASR because of the urgent need to accurately predict and manage the disease across such a large geographical area. As a consequence, several disease models have been developed to assess and predict the risk of the disease at various geographical scales (Del Ponte et al., 2006a). A common feature of most ASR models is the integration of meteorological data as predictors because there is a large body of research that has demonstrated that single processes in the fungal life cycle (Melching et al., 1989) as well as epidemic dynamics ranging from a field to a continental scale are strongly influenced by environmental conditions (Del Ponte et al., 2006b).
In this review our objective was to synthesize published information on the meteorological and environmental factors that affect both aerobiological and epidemiological components of ASR using an integrated systems approach that links basic components of the disease cycle. Also, a discussion of the key environmental variables is presented, and relevant knowledge gaps are identified that may directly affect future research. By identifying gaps regarding ASR, the development and improvement of risk models, especially for regional large-scale models that consider the hierarchical nature of ASR epidemics and that determine what the effect of scaling up or down predictions at different scales may be will help improve long-term ASR risk assessment.

EPIDEMIC COMPONENTS

There are several factors to consider when understanding a soybean rust epidemic. Essentially, they relate to each component in the classic disease triangle - host, pathogen and environment; all components interactively influence the disease complex and dynamic nature of the disease. Clearly, empirical evidence has shown that amongst the epidemic components, the environmental conditions, essentially driven by specific meteorological factors have a greater role in understanding ASR epidemiology (Marchetti et al., 1976; Bromfield, 1984; Tchanz et al., 1984). Often, meteorological factors directly or indirectly affect both host and pathogen-specific factors, thus resulting in complex interactions. Specific environmental conditions provide a stimulus and response of the fungus at different scales may be will help improve long-term ASR risk assessment.

Overview of the disease cycle - As an obligate parasite, the primary inoculum for *P. pachyrhizi* consists of infected soybean plants or other live hosts that harbor the spores in their uredial stage. To initiate the aerobiological phase, the fungal spores need to be released from the uredias and escape from the canopy. These spores are then transported in the atmospheric boundary layers and may be deposited onto other crops, potentially leading to a new parasitic phase. Under favorable conditions, infection begins when the germ tube elongates from the spore and forms an appressoria that has a hyphal tube on its bottom part, enabling direct penetration of the underlying epidermal cells. A few days post-infection, necrosis of soybean tissues in and around the penetration site occurs. Uredias are formed mostly on the lower side of the leaf and within this necrotic zone, but only a small portion of the lesion area (<15%) is comprised of sporogenous tissue (Melching et al., 1979). Uredias are formed continuously for approximately three to seven weeks, and spores are produced for approximately three weeks (Marchetti et al., 1975). A telial stage of the fungus may form at very specific conditions but its germination ability and role in the disease cycle is largely unknown (Bromfield, 1984). Figure 1 presents the successive events on the disease cycle including aerobiological and epidemiological components, affected by meteorological factors that will be discussed further.

METEOROLOGICAL FACTORS AFFECTING AEROBIOLOGICAL COMPONENTS

*P. pachyrhizi* spores, similar to many other fungi, are capable of movement in the atmosphere over long distances from one geographic location to another (Gregory, 1973). The different components of an aerobiological model system (preconditioning, takeoff, horizontal transport, descent and landing, and impact) are strongly influenced by both ecological and environmental factors. *P. pachyrhizi* spores proceed through all stages of the aerobiological process, but while variables that govern some of the processes have been well studied, others have substantial knowledge gaps (Isard et al., 2005).

Spore release and canopy escape - Release of spores from the uredias occurs by passive means since the fungus does not have an active mechanism of spore liberation. According to Isard et al. (2005), very little is known about which and how environmental factors influence the release of *P. pachyrhizi* spores from the canopy into the atmosphere. Wind and turbulence seem to be critical factors for entraining fungal spores and lifting them out of the canopy. Recently, it has been suggested that the rainfall (Del Ponte et al., 2006b) could be related to the release of *P. pachyrhizi* spores, among other effects. This would link to what Melching et al. (1979) documented, in which *P. pachyrhizi* spores tended to clump and stick together, and then rain splash could facilitate dislodgement of spores from the uredias. Direct evidence of this phenomenon, however, is lacking.

While it has been documented that clouds of spores usually escape from infected fields, the majority of spores either land on the same crop canopy or on the ground within the canopy (Aylor, 1986). Only those spores that escape the canopy into the faster moving air above can contribute to the long distance spread of disease (Aylor & Ferrandino, 1985). Zidek (2007) observed that characteristics of the soybean canopy and leaf area index were key factors for predicting *P. pachyrhizi* spore release. The study showed that an open soybean canopy allowed more rust spores to escape (average of 26% of spores escaped) compared with closed canopies (average of approximately 10% of spores escaped).
A preliminary study on the release and dispersal of soybean rust spores produced at reproductive stages of soybean development were monitored using rotord samplers and passive traps (Beck et al., 2006). Based on that sampling, ASR spores were detected in a typical pattern of spore release and escape over the course of a day. During the morning, and before dew dried out, spore release was minimal, increased after leaves had dried and peaked around midday, before tapering off in the evening period. Furthermore, rainfall events appeared to drastically reduce spore release for a 24- to 48-h period (Beck et al., 2006). Isard et al. (2005) has stated the role of other environmental factors including daylight, temperature, and humidity may affect the timing of spore release, but to date, quantitative information regarding these factors is lacking.

### Spore dispersal in the atmosphere and survival while airborne

- After escaping the soybean canopy, *P. pachyrhizi* spore clouds are taken up by air currents and diluted in the atmosphere by turbulent diffusion and wind shear during the transport (Isard et al., 2005). While airborne, fungal spores survival is strongly affected by other environmental variables, including temperature, solar radiation, ultraviolet radiation, and relative humidity. Kochman (1979) exposed fresh *P. pachyrhizi* uredospores for 8 hours at a range of temperatures from 11 to 42.5ºC to determine spore survival. After exposure, uredospores were germinated on 0.2% water agar for either 4 or 16 hours at 21ºC. Approximately 10% germination was observed when uredospores were exposed to 28.5ºC, compared to an average of 50% germination when exposed to lower temperatures. Based on reduced viability of spores that were incubated at high temperatures, Kochman (1979) indicated that high daytime temperatures could be detrimental for ASR spore survival. Recently, the effects of sunlight (both total solar and ultraviolet irradiance measurements) on spore survival were used to predict *P. pachyrhizi* spore germination (Isard et al., 2006). The authors found that uredospores exposed to doses of solar and ultraviolet (UV) radiation of 28 MJ m⁻² and 1 MJ m⁻², respectively, did not germinate. The proportion of relative germination (with respect to the germination proportion for unexposed urediniospores) was a linear function of solar irradiance ($R^2 = 0.83$) and UV measurements predicted normalized germination proportions equally well.
Spore deposition - Following the definition of Gregory (1973), fungal spore deposition occurs by means of two processes: gravitational settling and turbulence (dry deposition) and washed out of the air by rain (wet deposition). The latter method of wash out may be more critical for ASR epidemics because the wash out effect can result in the accumulation of spores on a host during favorable leaf wetness and cloud cover conditions conducive to plant infection (Aylor, 1986).

METEOROLOGICAL FACTORS AFFECTING EPIDEMIOLOGICAL (MONOCYCLIC) COMPONENTS

Fungal infection - The infection process is made of a sequence of events that culminate with the penetration of the fungus into the epidermal cells and confirmation of successful infection by the presence of lesions a few days later. For uredospore germination to occur on plant surfaces, free water is necessary. After landing on a wet leaf surface, ASR spores will germinate and form a germ tube that will grow over the leaf and form an appressoria. Each of these processes may be stimulated by different conditions. Under wet conditions, spore germination initiates in a minimum of one hour and will cease at six to eight hours (Melching et al., 1989; Alves et al., 2006). If moisture is not limiting, spore germination is most strongly affected by temperature.

Melching & Bromfield (1975) found that temperatures below 9°C or above 28°C did not favor germination of uredospores on water agar and that the optimum temperature for germination was from 12 to 21°C. In contrast, Alves et al. (2006) found that uredospores of P. pachyrhizi isolates from Brazil germinated at all temperatures ranging from 8 to 30°C and that the optimum temperatures for germination varied from 15 to 25°C. These results agreed with Tan et al. (1996), who showed that the optimum temperature range for uredospore germination in China was 15 to 26°C. Also, in a study from India, minimum, optimum and maximum temperatures for spore germination were 20, 25 and 30°C, respectively (Singh & Thapliyal, 1977). In a recent study, a comparison was made among four isolates of P. pachyrhizi, one each from Taiwan, Zimbabwe, Hawaii, and Brazil to determine the effect of temperature on urediniospore germination and germ-tube growth (Bonde et al., 2007). The authors showed that all isolates behave similarly as to how temperature affects urediniospore germination, germ-tube growth and initiation of infection, in spite of the fact that they had been collected from different parts of the world over a period of 21-year period. The optimum temperature for all those processes ranged from 17 to 28°C.

Koch & Hope (1987) have shown that while germination of P. pachyrhizi was not significantly affected by light, germ tube emergence and growth showed light dependent reactions when the germinating spores were unilaterally irradiated with polychromatic light. For example, germination never occurred through a pore in the cell wall facing the light source. Also, germ tubes always emerged from the shadowed side of the spores and would grow away from the light source when the direction of irradiation was changed during germ tube development (negative phototropism).

Appressoria formation can occur within two hours and ceases after five hours on water agar (Bonde et al., 1976). In another study using a polystyrene surface, appressoria formation initiated after four hours at optimum temperature conditions (18 to 23°C) and no appressoria was formed when temperatures were above 30°C (Alves et al., 2006). New information on the timeline of spore germination, appressoria formation and penetration was presented by Vélez-Clement & Dufault (2007), who verified that, under ideal conditions, uredospores following inoculation and incubation can start: adhering to soybean leaves as soon as 0.5 h; forming appressoria after 3 h and penetrating the leaves after 12 hours.

The relationships between the establishment of P. pachyrhizi infections, moisture availability on plant surfaces, and temperature have been investigated in growth chambers and greenhouse studies (Marchetti et al., 1976; Melching et al., 1989; Caldwell et al., 2005; Alves et al., 2006). It has been shown that a minimum of 6 hours of moisture is required for infection to occur at 24°C (Kitani & Inoue, 1960). At 18 or 26.5°C (Marchetti et al., 1976; Melching et al., 1989) increasing periods of wetness are required for infection to occur. Temperatures above 28°C were detrimental to infection (Melching & Bromfield, 1975; Marchetti et al., 1976). Tan et al. (1996) reported that the optimum temperature range for infection was 22 to 26°C, and confirmed that no infection occurred at 28°C or higher. From experiments in South Africa, no P. pachyrhizi infection was found when incubating inoculated plants at temperatures below 15 or greater than 30°C (Caldwell et al., 2005). Kochman (1979) found that a 17 to 27°C temperature regime was clearly more favorable for rust infection and development than the 22–32°C, 12–22°C and 7–17°C.

Fungal colonization (latent period) - After a successful infection, incipient lesions can be macroscopically discerned within a few days post-inoculation on plants, and the length of time appears strongly influenced by temperature (Bromfield, 1984). In comparison to other rusts, only a small portion (15%) of the
lesion area is comprised of sporogenous tissue (Melching et al., 1979). In Kochman’s (1979) study on the effect of temperature on ASR development, a shorter generation time and increasing sporulation was observed when the 17 to 27°C temperature regime was used. In an experiment from South Africa, the number of pustules per lesion, as well as lesion size increased with increasing leaf wetness duration at 85 and 95% RH. At 85% RH, lesion size on both the leaf surfaces increased after 12 h leaf wetness at 21°C. However, at 95% RH, lesion size only increased after 14 h leaf wetness at 24°C (Caldwell et al., 2005). Alves et al. (2006) did not find differences in lesion size as influenced by the interaction of leaf wetness duration and temperature.

OVERALL EFFECTS OF METEOROLOGICAL FACTORS ON FIELD EPIDEMICS

There is much less quantitative information on the effect of environmental and meteorological conditions in the field when compared to the body of literature from growth chamber and greenhouse studies. The largest body of information came from field experiments that studied ASR epidemics in Taiwan during the 1980s (Tschanz et al., 1984). In studies conducted in 1979–1980 and 1980–1981, ASR epidemics were related to the mean night temperatures (mean of bi-hourly averages from 10h00 p.m. to 6h00 a.m. the next morning). The lowest mean daily night temperatures usually occurred from mid-December to early-February (around 14°C) and were highest from early June to early September. No rust was observed in the field before early February for plots planted three months earlier. The lower temperatures after mid-December also affected rust development in plots that were planted in late October 1980. Tschanz et al. (1984) concluded that soybean rust development was reduced or prevented at mean night time temperatures below 14°C, similar to previous findings by Casey (1981) in Australia, who observed that mean daily temperature (not mean night temperature) below 15°C retarded rust development. In relation to summer temperature, high mean night temperature (approximately 25.5°C) did not appear to affect rust development since the highest number of lesions per plant was observed in early September in plots that were planted in early July (Tschanz et al., 1984). This is in contrast to a field study in Australia (Casey, 1981) where they observed that daily mean temperatures (not mean night) above 27°C for extended periods seemed to retard rust development even with adequate free moisture on leaf surface. Moreover, the development of an ASR epidemic in Australia required about 10 h of leaf wetness during the day, and daily mean temperatures from 18 to 26°C (Casey, 1981).

In Taiwan, Tschanz et al. (1984) suggested that the timing of the first rain and the amount of rainfall during the season were key factors affecting ASR epidemic development, at least during dry seasons. A study to determine the effect of rainfall and irrigation on rust development in three planting dates over two years showed that both factors were important. For instance, in the dry fall season of 1979 (28.5 mm in six rainy days during the period of the trial), 1% ASR severity was observed 72 days after planting in the non-irrigated trial and the rate of rust development was 0.9% day$^{-1}$, whereas in the overhead irrigated plot, 1% ASR severity was noticed 58 days after planting and the rate was 2.2% day$^{-1}$. In the 1980 trials, when moisture was not limiting, date of rust appearance and rate were similar in both irrigated and no irrigated plots. The authors hypothesized that precipitation appeared to be necessary for rust development even when soybean was grown under irrigation. However, during a dry season, irrigation did alter timing of disease onset and epidemic rate (Tschanz et al., 1984).

Another strong piece of evidence that rain may influence an ASR epidemic was based on a series of epidemics that were recorded at several locations in China in the 1970s and early 1980s (Tan, 1996). Several rainfall based linear functions were developed to predict maximum seasonal ASR severity for different locations in the country based on the accumulated rain amount and the number of rainy days in a calendar month (either September, October, or both) during an epidemic. Predictions based on the regression models closely match the observed disease index (disease index rating from 1 to 5) (Tan, 1996).

Recently, maximum disease severity was related to different rain variables based on the analysis of thirty-four ASR field epidemics (i.e., not inoculated) at 21 sites from southern to northern soybean regions in Brazil over three growing seasons (2002/03 to 2004/05) (Del Ponte et al., 2006b). The authors verified a strong correlation between rainfall patterns in a 30-day window following disease detection from which regression models were developed to predict maximum disease severity. Two rainfall models, the first a second-order linear model using only accumulated rainfall for the 30-day period following disease detection, and the second, a first-order linear regression model that used the same predictor variable as the first model, but also the number of rainy days over the same period, had highest predictive accuracy and lowest prediction errors. Low values for maximum disease severity were found for locations in southern regions of Brazil (latitude > 23°), where relatively longer dry periods were recorded, and where minimum temperature was lower during the growing season compared to
northern locations. Del Ponte et al. (2006b) found a weak correlation between temperature variables and maximum disease severity for the same 30-day period, suggesting that temperature range in most of Brazilian regions is not limiting for epidemic development.

In Africa, there is also empirical evidence regarding the influence of rain in field epidemics. In Uganda, Kawuki et al. (2004) showed that rainfall, especially during mid-growth period of the crop, was important for examining soybean cultivar reactions. For example, the authors did not observe any differences among soybean cultivars and their reaction to ASR during a rainy season, when the highest ASR severities and infection rates were observed. In a preliminary testing of the rain models developed with the Brazilian data for predicting ASR severity in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa over three seasons of observations based on different soybean planting dates per season, there were good agreements between the predicted and observed severity, thus further confirming that rain is a key factor for ASR epidemic development (Del Ponte et al., 2005).

Studies on ASR epidemic patterns at regional levels are limited mostly to the description of epidemic progress over time and space at a large scale (Christiano & Scherm, 2007). However, there is preliminary qualitative and quantitative analyses on the relationship between both regional epidemic onset and progress rate and the seasonal rainfall amount and distribution (Esker et al., 2006; Esker et al., 2007).

METEOROLOGICAL FACTORS AND ASR FORECASTING

The information on the effect of meteorological factors on epidemiological and aerobiological components of ASR can be expressed in the form of mathematical functions or rules that use single or combined factors as predictor variables. Several ASR forecasting systems use such information individually or integrated to predict ASR risks in real-time during the season or assess the risks under different climate scenarios (Del Ponte et al., 2006a). The issues regarding the use of weather variables for predicting ASR risks relate to the type of variable, time and spatial scales.

Most disease forecasting models developed are aimed at predicting epidemiological components with the main climatic and weather-related variables being temperature, relative humidity, leaf wetness and rainfall. Recently, wind speed, wind direction, and solar radiation have been used in the aerobiological models for ASR forecasting (Isard et al., 2005; Pan et al., 2006). Historically, the first ASR epidemiological models used hourly measurements of leaf wetness duration and temperature during the wet period (Yang et al., 1991b). Since those variables influence infection (Figure 1), it is reasonable to use those models when the goal is forecast the risk of infection (Reis et al., 2004; Canteri et al., 2005) or to integrate them into a mechanistic approach for predicting disease severity increase from multiple secondary infections (Yang et al., 1991b). Thus, the types and number of weather variables used for ASR forecasting are strongly dependent on the approach and the disease component estimated. For instance, the aerobiological framework for predicting ASR epidemics in the United States (Isard et al., 2005) requires an extensive collection of weather-related variables because the mechanistic nature of this model estimates several aerobiological and epidemiological components simultaneously. In this approach, new information on the effect of solar radiation on spore survival (Isard et al., 2005) appears to be important factor for accurate predictions using aerobiological models, since long-distance dispersal of ASR spores have been recently confirmed (Krupa et al., 2006). Preliminary information on the effect of artificial shading favoring ASR establishment in the field (Dias et al., 2007) may relate to the negative effect of direct sunlight and its effect on spore germination. Since high rainfall frequency and cloud cover are correlated, it is possible that shading might be another indirect effect of rainfall, among other effects suggested by Del Ponte et al. (2006b).

Further research is needed to increase our understanding of the effect of scaling weather variables monitored at one scale and used to predict the risk of ASR at a different scale (Clark, 2005; Banerjee et al., 2004; Urban, 2005). For example, this may mean the use of regional temperature to predict the risk of ASR at a field scale, or the use of site-specific information obtained at the field-scale to predict risk at a municipality scale. This is a topic that has been discussed across scientific disciplines and has been named differently as a result: ecological fallacy (sociology and ecology), Simpson’s paradox (statistics), modifiable area unit problem (geography), or change of support (geostatistics) (Agresti, 2002; Banerjee et al., 2004; Cressie, 1993; Waller & Gotway, 2004). What does this mean with respect to ASR? As an example, if we have the rainfall amounts that can be related with ASR development obtained at the field scale, how reliable is it to use an average value for the municipality when rainfall pattern is not uniform over the region? There is variation in this observation at the field level and it is very possible that error magnification (synonym, error propagation) may occur, reducing prediction accuracy. Because of the extensive interest in risk prediction at different scales (e.g., field, region, conti-
nent), ASR is an excellent system to examine the uncertainty in using weather variables observed at one scale and predicting the risk of an epidemic at another scale. Currently, both computational and statistical methods exists (Clark, 2005) that can help to determine the role of scaling in predicting the risk of ASR and has been recently a topic of interest in plant pathology.

**FINAL REMARKS**

Although there is considerable amount of information on the effects of meteorological factors affecting the disease in a controlled environment, the extrapolation of results from this situation, and using them to predicting disease occurrence in the field can be problematic, since the characteristics and the dynamic nature of a crop canopy may affect how epidemics develop in the field quite differently from a controlled environment. Differences between air temperature above or outside the canopy (the common temperature measure inputted into forecasting models) and leaf temperature inside the canopy where the ASR infection begins may be quite different. Currently, this information is lacking. Empirical evidence indicates that severe ASR epidemic levels occur in regions in Brazil where daytime air temperature is higher than the upper limits found under controlled conditions (Del Ponte et al., 2006b). Thus, it is important to conduct research that examines the variability in temperature within the soybean canopy.

While moisture variables (e.g. leaf wetness) are key factors in the infection process, there is great debate regarding the importance of the source of moisture (dew versus rainfall). While it appears that rainfall is a driving variable to speed up ASR epidemics in the field and promoting regional spread, the direct or indirect biological role of rain in the epidemic process requires further investigation. It is still unknown whether environmental factors (lower temperature or lower rainfall) affect the severity of epidemics in the higher latitudes of both South and North America, where epidemics also occur later in the growing season. Also, there is uncertainty on what is limiting severe epidemics in locations at higher altitudes in Brazil, where ASR epidemics were previously suggested to be severe given the abundance of dew, especially in southern Brazil. So far, most severe epidemics occur in high rainfall areas and the disease development seems to be sensibly affected by relatively long dry periods that are common in southern Brazil.

There is clearly much less information regarding the meteorological factors that affect the aerobiological phase of the ASR epidemic than the aerobiological one. Recent observations by Krupa et al. (2006) indicated that ASR spores were present in the early to mid-season soybean periods in the northern US (no disease was observed), thus proving that spores are capable of long distance, movement. But, which meteorological factors may be affecting spore viability during transport is currently lacking. The information is crucial to increase accuracy of the aerobiological models that predict movement of spores over large distances.

In spite of the occurrence of ASR epidemics over large regions in Brazil in the last five years, there are limited studies that described regional disease spread and examined the factors affecting epidemic development under field conditions over large productions areas, which could aid in the understanding of these processes and provide useful information for regional forecasting systems. Disease forecasting in Brazil are at this far limited to site-specific warning systems using meteorological-based models (temperature × wetness) and a national monitoring system that alerts on the first occurrence of ASR in a municipality. In both cases, just part of the risk information is being considered. More efforts are necessary to ideally combine information from presence of local inoculum, weather monitoring and forecast and availability of hosts. Comparing with North America, it could be challenging to use aerobiological based models in Brazil since there is no restricted inoculum overwintering area from where the dispersal can be predicted.

While there has been a large body of information obtained regarding recent ASR epidemics, there is still an urgent need to deal with the disease in the field, especially in Brazil where tremendous yield losses have occurred. Since currently the best method of managing the disease is through the use of foliar fungicides, continued refinement of current forecasting models will help to increase the efficacy because the dependence on the correct time and number of application for a disease that can develop very rapidly. Moreover, large scale and long-term predictions are needed to examine the risk of ASR, increasing the ability to be prepared for continued epidemics. But, in order to accomplish that task, a more complete understanding of the key factors that drive an ASR epidemic is crucial.
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